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Abstract 
I assumed that artistic activity performs a role of a drawing-text, by which a child can communicate with the 
outside world and to overcome the culture of silence which is imposed on him/her by the adults. A six-year-old 
creator draws things which he/she finds important and shows it through particular signs. Communication and its 
effect taking form of a drawing given to others constitute a drawing message. A child creates drawings and provides 
certain sense and meanings for both his/her activity and its visual effect. As a result emerges a new kind of the 
communication plane between a child and an adult. However, it is not easy to reach an agreement there. 
Keywords: children’s drawing, voice-drawing, drawing-message, drawing-text, analytical methodology of the meaning of drawings, 
CDA, drawing as communication, polysemy of drawing 
1. Introduction 
Why does a child draw? What does he or she want to tell us? Why are the first steps such as drawn 
words and colorful thinking so important? How can the environment influence the communication in the 
drawings? And what meanings are important enough to make them comprehensible for parents, teachers 
and psychologists? Is it possible that drawing can be the voice of the child? How to speak by the drawing 
language? What kind of potential communication barriers can we encounter in differentiating the 
meanings? What kind of similarities and differences could occur in constructing and reading the 
meanings of a drawing-message by children and adults? What kind of pedagogical consequences could 
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the discovery of a net of shared meanings related to a drawing and constructing by different social groups 
have (Karczmarzyk, 2011)? 
     These questions are at the core of my research. I assumed that artistic activity performs a role of a 
drawing-text, by which a child can communicate with the outside world and to overcome the culture of 
silence which is imposed on him/her by the adults. A six-year-old creator draws things which he/she finds 
important and shows it through particular signs. Communication and its effect taking form of a drawing 
given to others constitute a drawing message. A child creates drawings and provides certain sense and 
meanings for both his/her activity and its visual effect. As a result emerges a new kind of the 
communication plane between a child and an adult. However, it is not easy to reach an agreement there.  
 
1.1. Meaning and communication 
    Due to the fact that: semiotics examines all cultural phenomena as if they were sign systems, and 
assuming a hypothesis that cultural phenomena are indeed sign systems, they are also communication 
phenomena (Eco, 2003: 35), it is possible to state that all kinds of communication, either verbal or 
nonverbal, are based on semiotics. Therefore, pictorial communication owns certain forms which 
according to a semiotic perspective can be called signs, creating a specific text – drawing meant to be 
read by a receiver. Since in the next part of this article I would like to analyze the significance of drawing 
and phenomena concerning differentiating and operationalizing of a pictorial message, I would like to 
start by defining the theory of signs.  
    A sign is perceived in a twofold manner by different researchers. Employing structuralist theories,  we 
may state that a sign is everything that enables an individual to communicate and express him/herself and 
that there is an ideal structure explaining all communication interrelations. This structuralist conception is 
characterized by determinism; research approach I am employing does not have to lead to determined 
settlements. Therefore, adopted here is a methodology  not based on the superior aim to find an ideal 
structure in communication, but instead it refers to thinking about values connected with the description 
of a multitude of communication patterns. My own research belongs then to a poststructuralist trend 
characterized by the lack of one superior and objective view of knowledge about a subject and having a 
discursive character.  (Nycz R.,1993:54). 
     For Charles Sanders Peirce the concept of a sign is crucial and determines almost all. His conception 
sees a sign as a tripartite unity (Peirce, 1997:137) 
x representamen (first correlate of a triadic relation), 
x object (second correlate of a triadic relation), 
x interpretant (third correlate of a triadic relation). 
   Following Peirce’s theory I  use his correlates, but I  also introduce others terms connected with this 
area such as: a drawing-message, a drawing-text or a pictorial text, the semantic content, drawing 
communication. Others categories employed in my research include:  drawing code, drawing sign, 
polysemy of drawing, drawingness.  
For this article, I will define these other categories: drawing-message, drawing – text, pictorial text  it is 
product of child’s thinking; what the child thinks and is translated into drawing; drawing communication 
– it is art - product which is also a communication medium between sender and recipient/ reader of a 
message; drawing sign – It is an art-product, or more specifically drawing of the child and elements in the 
drawing; polysemy of drawing – multiplicity of meanings given to the iconic sign by other readers of 
children’s drawing (here: early education expert, psychologist, artist). 
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2. Research methodology 
   Owing to the interest in child's drawings together with the network of “ascribed” meanings I am 
conducting this research in the paradigm defined as “the radical humanism paradigm” (Kostera, 2005). It 
is based on the assumption of relativity and inter-subjectivity of the reality created by hidden social 
forces, invisible by an average man.  
   Due to the fact that I decided on the quality methodology I abandoned making hypothesis and turning to 
the “naive-investigative” approach. What is also relevant to me is the lack of a poised conceptual network 
(or to be more precise, creating it while analyzing the material) and using the language of the objects 
under investigation to describe the observed reality in the most precise way. The main subject of main 
investigation is description of multiplicity of various meanings given to a single drawing of family related 
subjects and presenting it as a specific visual communicate which becomes a relevant voice of a child. I 
use semiotic analysis as defined by Umberto Eco - so called “open work”(Eco, 2003: 35), the 
methodology of drawings' meaning analysis of my own and Critical Discourse Analysis (Duszak, 2008).  
All these methods complement each other.  
   My analysis was composed of a few research procedures based on following methods:   
x collecting the research data in the form of drawings made by the six-year-old children with purposely 
stated subject, 
x  the nonstandarized interview with the respondents who belong to 3 groups (six-year-old authors of 
drawings, second – persons known to children and emotionally involved: parents or carers, third - 
persons not known to a child such as professionals:  educators, psychologists, artists), 
x qualitative analysis of collected data. 
   The main subject of my study is the description of the multiplicity of meanings imparted to one picture of 
a family and presentation it as a special visual message. My aim is, however, not to analyze family 
relations. Therefore, it is not import for me to examine the character of family bunds, children’s feelings 
or emotions between a child and the interpreter of a drawing. All of those aspects can be analyze with the 
aid of a psychological projective test. My research aims at recognizing the communicative and semantic 
potential of children’s artistic works. The semiotic analysis of children’s drawings and verbal analysis 
from different representatives - CDA (interviews with 28 parents, 20 education experts, 7 artists, and 5 
psychologists) are to help me to show the meanings and the communication aspects of this process.  The 
own test method extends the possibilities of drawing meaning to read children's drawings. Based on a 
concept proposed by Ch. S. Peirce's study sets a new, wide field of interpretation for the sign, which is 
translated to other characters through interpretant. This leads to the total arbitrariness of character 
connections, and - consequently - infinitive polysemy that arise between the child - the creator of the 
drawing and readers of a drawing – the adults. 
     
3. What do the children say through their drawings? 
   The drawings made by the children at the age of six whose the given subject was family were analyzed 
as carefully as  possible, to be more exact, individually. I referred to a singular creation of a child and, to 
formed in that way, the network of meanings constructed by the child itself as well as by the adults that 
belong to different social environments. The categories which were formed in the process of coding after 
an initial analysis of children' drawing and verbal communicates are, among others: stereotypical 
presentation of sex roles, aesthetizing of a drawing, meanings referring to consumerism, spacial planning 
(two and three dimensional), applying the references to reality and using the adults' code (for instance 
media code) which is copied and transferred to its own drawing, impregnated or overseen forms.  
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   A young child when introduced into the culture learns to look at reality not through its own eyes. In 
consequence, a conventionalized code is formed out of conventional signs: sun, smiles, sky and land 
stripes and signs derived from popular culture: Coca-Cola, red heart. What is worth highlighting, the 
signs mentioned above are deciphered in a similar way by various readers, but not unequivocal. There is 
no arbitration which occurs for example in a mathematical code. On the other hand, unconventionalized 
code is formed with unconventionalized signs which do not repeat throughout the other children' works 
and are known to be a singular, individual code of every child. It can be formed as a result of, for 
example, enriching or simplification of a given conventionalized sign (every little change or adding even 
a small detail causes its completely unlike connotation and misunderstanding in child-adult 
communication). This code is created also by all kinds of illegible drawing sings causing the 
communicative barriers  between a sender and a reader of the communicate, for example: erasing, 
cancellation or correcting the drawing with a rubber.  
   The conclusion of my research is also the meaningfulness of a child's drawing is connected with 
conventionalism and enforcing subordinate attitude towards the patterns ordered by authorities.  
 
3.1 How the adults describe children' s drawings? 
   When it comes to adults the interpretation of children' s works was associated with traditional model of 
family, schematic meanings, often matching the meaning to inbuilt matrix or scheme (for example the 
projective method). They applied the aesthetic assessment of artistic creation of a child and referred the 
meanings to a familiar reality. When the subject of this artistic creation is known by an adult  it made the 
assigning of meanings to a given matrix easier; on the other hand, when the subject was unknown the 
interpretation caused more difficulties, became chaotic (among educators and psychologists) or abstract 
(among artists). 
   The most marginalized drawing signs of a child in the adults' evaluations were: sun, smile, stripes of 
sun and land. It is problematic that the marginalized signs are the conventionalized signs- that belong to a 
known code. They are the ones which should be more recognized and understood, but in fact are 
“transparent”. This lack of skills in reading and interpretation of the visual code is connected with 
inability of reading images - visual literacy. Yet another reason for this marginalization of drawing signs 
can be related to the inclination to “advertise” a child to a researcher by, for instance, a parent. Other 
adults, for example educators, psychologists and artists marginalize the chosen drawing signs of the child 
because they are unable to ascribe them to a chosen meaning matrix. It causes the creation of 
interpretation based on an already known sign and subordinating other subjective interpretation of an 
adult“reader.  
 
3.2 The network of discourses 
   In the revealing fields of meanings I found the network of interchanging discourses: expert discourse, 
aesthetic discourse - aesthetic open and closed educative discourse, repudiation discourse, male discourse, 
child discourse. 
   Expert discourse belongs to the speakers having power over a child and influencing and controlling it 
through public institutions. Its characteristic features include often use of impersonal grammatical forms 
(infinitives, passive voice, elliptical sentences). Speaking knowledge and examples is diverting from a 
specific child's drawing on a given stage of drawing development.  
   Aesthetic discourse possesses, on the one hand, features characteristic for expert discourse because it is 
connected with limiting, ordering and assessing of child's drawing signs. On the other hand, it can also be 
open to a little bit different meanings belonging to the world of fiction and imagination. Aesthetic open 
discourse is not an evaluation; rather it is comparing child's drawing to other visual creations. It is used 
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mainly by artists and psychologists who look for the comparisons to what is culturally not available and 
known (a movie, a pictogram, art made by great artists). Speaking visual language is nothing more than 
making a child's drawing open to an infinite semiotics and treating it as an open work in which meanings 
are constantly co-created by “a reader”. The next one- educative discourse is often very subjective and 
based on exclusively positive connotations. It can be prejudiced because it defends child's works from 
negative opinions of others. It can be also evaluating. Negative terms are associated with subconscious 
oppression of a child by an adult.  
   Repudiation discourse is connected with belittling the content of the drawings,  infantilsing the 
meanings by using diminutives that delineate drawing signs. This language automatically “decreases” the 
value of the drawings as art and at the same time it prevents them from treating them “on an equal 
footing” with the works of adult creators. A child is not autonomous and all controlling, evaluating or 
supporting actions towards the child, despite naturally its positive outcome, become the power 
techniques, and it rules every society. 
   Male discourse is about traditionalism, stereotypical perception of sex roles, aggrandizing the individual 
who possess power (for example, a father in a patriarchal family). An interlocutor is influenced by 
attachment to a traditional model of family where it is a father who possesses for instance economic 
power.  
   The last but not least, child discourse that can be defined as a specific auto-communicate fulfilling an 
important role. A child starts to interpret differently what it has drawn and as a result through the dialogue 
with itself it learns about itself and the world.  “Covering” the drawing signs into words changes their 
meanings and ranks the drawing communicate higher; it becomes more complete than the verbal one in 
terms of content and meaning.  
 
4. Summary 
   Although children “talk” with drawings it initiates the network of meanings that does not help mutual 
communication. The closest surrounding may seem a space closed for an interpreter due to over-
rationalism of the world ruled by universal discourses. Drawing communicate can be marginalized or 
“read” too schematically by adult readers. There is also no interest of adults in verbal commentary of a 
child concerning the created drawing. Modern world in which a picture fulfills an important 
communicative role should be open to a visual communicate which is a child's drawing. It should also be 
easily absorbed and more appreciated by adults. However, it is not the case. Why? 
    Possibly it happens because in the visual chaos, from postmodernist modern art to aestheticism and pop 
culture, an adult man has always been accompanied by constant loss enhanced by manipulating his 
aesthetics intuition, artificially enforced patterns, conventions or current fashions. All that is not “nice and 
pleasant” and is not in accordance with what global aestheticism of culture offers “must be rejected and 
marginalized”.  
   Research described in Polish academic dissertations indicate that a majority of people pays attention to 
a picture content rejecting as a rule works diverting from realistic performance. What influences also their 
evaluations is, among others, favoring picture's faithfulness or so called “the art of happiness” associated 
with aestheticism of contemporary culture and city space. As a consequence, the child's drawing may 
seem not aesthetic and at the same time less important and meaningful than other artistic creations. As my 
research show, the majority of adults reads child's drawing schematically ascribing it to educative, 
psychological or aesthetic matrices. The question remains as to “who” created the regime of the truth 
mentioned earlier and why adults are unable to free themselves? Why cultural frames can be so stiff that 
they cannot be weakened even in the relationship context which are supposed to be filled with love and 
affection?  
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   The inevitable conclusion is that between an iconographic creative communicate of a young creator and 
its perception by an adult who uses conventions is created the tension. If the interpersonal dialogue is one 
of the most crucial ways of building healthy relationships it is necessary for a child's voice- drawing to be 
heard and properly understood. For this to happen it is crucial to repeat the effort to notice this tendency 
to simplify and schematize the way of thinking and the readiness to  understanding the communicate sent 
by children creatively. 
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